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Welcome!

Welcome to the Central Coast Sustainability Association. We are a network of like-
minded business people and supporters who are here to help the businesses and
people of the Central Coast, and surrounds, become more sustainable in our
everyday lives. Together, we identify opportunities, develop practical strategies,
and prioritise focus areas within your business to achieve the triple bottom line. We
partner with our members to: 

 
 ~ Facilitate projects to improve local Environment, Employment, and

Engagement particularly in areas where individual organisations struggle to get

traction. 

~ Reduce your waste to improve your profitability. 

~ Review your business and assist in developing ways to reduce your energy and

water usage. Also, looks at ways to reuse and recycle waste which will make your

business more sustainable and more profitable . 

 ~ Engage and support the local community via social media and events 

~ Utilise our local business support network, equipment, tools, and resources to

improve your business’s sustainability. 

~ Raise awareness and your business profile within our network as well as social

media and relevant events. 

~ Facilitate projects to improve local the local environment, employment, and

engagement.  

With the growing circular economy movement, the community are looking to local
businesses for a sustainable option. We have the knowledge and experience to
identify, analyse and explore strategic alternatives to less sustainable business
practices in the community. Our branding will set you apart from other similar
businesses and make your customers aware you are driving the change for
sustainability and the circular economy.  
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Partnership Opportunites

Not everyone can engage with our association in the same way, so we have established a
partnership structure that we hope will allow for a wide diversity of skills and resources to come
together and develop projects that feed into our shared values of working towards a more
sustainable future.

We have Sponsorship opportunities for organisations or individuals that are time poor but would
like to support our work through an overall organisational sponsorship, or sponsorship of
individual categories to better focus their contributions.

We have Partners who contribute financially to ensure the organisation is truly sustainable, plus
provide project direction and accountability.

We have Associates who are able to contribute time and skills to work directly in developing
projects.
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Partnership Structures

Access to our sustainable business network where you find solutions and receive support to

improve the sustainability and profitability of your business. 

A discounted waste assessment for your business to identify what areas your business can

improve on, increasing the sustainability of your business while saving you money. 

Assistance with any eligible government equipment rebates to assist with reducing waste

when and where available.  

Access to free promotion of sustainable projects you are undertaking through social media,

the Association website, YouTube and within the community.  

Full access to education resources will be available on request and full support will be given

in switching to sustainable business practices allowing you to focus on your

organisational/project development. 

Potential funding for sustainable business projects will be available for Partners. This is

based on a selection process and by approval only.  

Access to aggregated resources that are currently being wasted, ensuring your resources

form part of a circular economy.  

Discounted access to software which allows you to track your sustainability rating. This

software is still in development (at time of writing), therefore will be implemented in the

future.  

Access to a virtual solar network will also be exclusive for Partners. This will allow your

business to utilise sustainable energy, decreasing your energy bills while increasing your

profit margins.  

The ability to associate your business (or personal) brand with the Association. As clients are

increasingly choosing to procure products and services from businesses who can

demonstrate sustainable practices; our branding will show clients you are committed to

these values.  

As the Association leads the community in developing sustainable projects, you and your

business will receive the ability to influence and associate your business with those projects. 

Some of the projects our partners develop may require governmental support, by being

involved, you and your business will have the opportunity to develop relationships and

influence governments beyond what you may achieve on your own.  

Potential to develop and sustain contacts and relationships with other businesses or

governments who share your views, allowing you to establish a trusting relationship and

network.  

Our commitment to our Partners is as follows.  
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Access to the monthly newsletter to ensure they can keep up to date with current

sustainable projects. 

Students will receive regular employment and placement opportunities within Partnerships

base and association when available. 

Potential to develop and sustain relationships with the prospect for network contacts. 

Ability to participate in various sustainable projects with the capacity to be recognised for

your contribution. 

Our commitment to our Associates is as follows. 

Pricing

A financial contribution of $1200 per annum is to be paid to the Association. This may also

be paid monthly at $120/month if requested. The Partner benefits if the membership fee is

paid in full as it is at a discounted price.   

A contribution of 6 meeting attendances per annum from a Partner is agreed upon when

admission to the Association is granted. This can be given by the Partner or a proxy by

attending monthly meetings or working on projects for the Association.  

A financial contribution of $24 per month is to be paid to the Association.  

A contribution of 6 hours per month of project time (to be given by the Associate) as agreed

upon by the project committee.  

As we have made a commitment to our Partners and Associates, our Partners and Associates are

also required to make a commitment to the Association. Financial and time contributions form

part of your commitment to the Association which vary with partnership category.  

Upon admission, a Partner’s commitment to the Association is as follows.

Admission of Associates is considered upon application. The financial contribution is lower

however the time commitment is greater.  

Upon admission to membership, an Associates commitment to the Association is as follows. 

 

Partners and Associates can sign up for automatic subscriptions on the Association website. For

Sponsorships, please contact the Association. 
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Projects undertaken by the Association may vary greatly in nature and will require multi-

disciplinary individuals to achieve success. Associate Partners are welcome to express their

interest in projects if they feel their presence will improve the outcome of the project.

Meeting attendance will be recorded monthly. Partners must attend either in person or by proxy

to fulfil their time commitments. Proxy attendance may be made via a person or via technology

such as Zoom etc., or phone call. 

This partnership structure is established in accordance with the Central Coast Sustainability

Association Constitution.  While we endeavour to accomplish all commitments, we are a new

association. We ask for your patience while we navigate our new beginning as projects may be

slow to start. 

Any partnership enquires can be directed to our General Manager. 

Any grievances can be directed to our General Manager, who can escalate your enquiry where

required.    

General Manager contact details:

Maxine Cottrill
0448008675
ccsustainablilityassociation@gmail.com

Conditions
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